Plug-in word modules to expand the vocabulary of your Speak & Spell™
For grades 2 through 8

From Texas Instruments
Each plug-in Solid State Speech™ module changes your Speak & Spell™ into a whole new learning aid.

**Basic Builders™ module** General Grade Range 2-3
Concentrates on helping students spell basic words to help make future reading/writing assignments less troublesome. Special emphasis on confusing words that can't be sounded out, like know and little, and abstract concepts, such as why and away.

**Vowel Power™ module** General Grade Range 2-3-4
Helps students recognize and manage the different vowel patterns that form the basic building blocks of the entire English language, such as pitch, paint and taught. Offers four different vocabulary levels in 140 words.

**Super Stumpers™ 4-6 module** General Grade Range 4-5-6
Tackles problem words that frequently stump 4th, 5th and 6th graders. Highlights irregular spellings, silent letters, double consonants and other common stumbling blocks, such as nicked, reasons and swimming.

**Mighty Verbs™ module** General Grade Range 4-5-6
Focuses on active verbs that change spelling according to tense, troublesome verb forms and changes in verb endings: dry, dries and drying.

**Noun Endings module** General Grade Range 4-5-6
Focuses on the difference in meanings and spellings of plurals, singular possessives, and plural possessive noun forms, like farmers, farmer's and farmers'.

**Vowel Ventures™ module** General Grade Range 7-8
Practice in troublesome vowel combinations that represent long vowel sounds such as chalet and plateau.

**Magnificent Modifiers™ module** General Grade Range 4-5-6
Compares spellings and meanings of endings for adjectives and adverbs such as ready and readily. Shows students how to form modifiers: fast, faster, fastest.

**Super Stumpers™ 7-8** General Grade Range 7-8
Zeros in on the words 7th and 8th graders use often — and often misspell, like mortgage, campaign, and audience. Helps prepare students for the more difficult writing assignments they'll face in high school.

**Homonym Heroes™ module** General Grade Range 7-8
Words that sound alike but are different in spelling and meaning, such as their, there and they're. Familiarizes students with both the spelling and definition of homonyms to help them quickly associate the right word with the right spelling.

---

**Use your Speak & Spell at home or in school**
**AC-9199 Adapter**
Allows you to use Speak & Spell without batteries at home or in school. Listed by Underwriters' Laboratories, Inc.
Build a home library with plug-in modules that let learning continue as new skills grow.

The TI Learning Center's growing family of plug-in modules adds a valuable dimension to the usefulness and longevity of Speak & Spell.* Like Speak & Spell, these word modules are designed under educators' guidance to maintain your child's interest as his or her skills grow and to offer a learning system that's flexible enough to correspond to and reinforce what is usually being taught in the classroom.

Small enough to hold in the palm of a hand, each module simply slips into the back of your Speak & Spell and offers a whole new vocabulary list that focuses on a specific language arts learning objective.

This easy, expandable approach lets you build a broad home study program while it offers you an exceptional opportunity to share and shape your child's learning experiences. Grade level ranges are suggested for each module to serve as a parent's guide, but the system of modules can be used in any sequence to provide valuable review or an extra challenge. And all modules come with colorful, illustrated activity books that stimulate learning and make it more fun for children — and parents.

If you can't find the modules you want, or the adapter, you may obtain them directly from Texas Instruments. Call toll free within the Continental U.S. at (800) 858-1802, or in Texas, (800) 692-1353.
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